*NOTE: The book is yours to keep as our way of saying thank you for your time!

CONTENT
A book review should be an objective and tactful evaluation of a book or other media (although generally we’ll refer here to ‘book’, the terms should be taken more broadly as we increasingly are asked to review computer programs, websites, videos, and so forth). The review should offer logic and fact in support of its evaluations. Without being just an abstract of the book, the review should indicate the nature and scope of the book’s content. It should indicate the goals of the author, the techniques used to achieve those goals, and the success of those techniques. You may also discuss how the book relates to its field and how it compares to other books in the field. It is important for your review to discuss what audience the book or other media best serves and to state whether the reviewer recommends it. The review should attempt to place the book within a context (e.g., Is this a new approach? One that builds on an earlier one?).

Reviews should attempt to convey a flavor of the book overall (i.e., not just summarize the table of contents. Quotes (see below – AQ: are there examples to be provided?) can often help in this process. If you feel that the book does not merit a review in the Journal please let us know – there is no requirement that we review every book received and it is perfectly acceptable to do a negative review!

LENGTH
Length should vary depending on the significance of the book with most book reviews running to about 2 double-spaced pages. The maximum length should be no more than 4 pages and longer reviews would usually only be done for major works. Depending on the content and intended audience we sometimes may ask reviews to provide a collective review of several related book, in this case up to 6 manuscript pages is possible. Format should be double-spaced pages with 1-inch margins in 12 pt, Times New Roman.

JADD book reviews do not have titles. They begin with a citation of the book’s title or name of the materials, its author or editor with the first name first, the publisher’s name, the publication date, the number of pages, the ISBN, and the price with identification as a paperback, if applicable. See the following sample:

Example of book review citation format:
(name of reviewer)

Example of media review citation format:
Dan and Julie Coulter, Understanding Brothers and Sisters on the Autism Spectrum
www.coultervideo.com, 94 minutes, $39.99 (DVD)
(name of reviewer)
DUE DATE
Please try to return your review within 60 days after you receive the book – if you cannot meet this deadline, please let Lori Klein know by email for purposes of tracking, jad228@email.med.yale.edu

SUBMISSION INSTRUCTIONS
To submit your book review go to www.editorialmanager.com/jadd/ and enter your user name and ID, logging in as an “author”, select as type of article “Book Review”, and follow the path to upload your word document. In the ‘Abstract’ and ‘Key Words’ fields enter ‘none’ or somesuch otherwise you will not be able to proceed to the next field. Any submissions with incorrect formats will be returned for corrections so please follow the format rules listed in the example below.
BOOK REVIEW


Isabelle Rapin

Why a mother’s saga about raising her daughter with autism in a professional journal? Because this is not the average biography of a significantly autistic child who ends up doing well: the author, Marisa’s mother, has a graduate degree in special education…..
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